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Abstract
Scandium is often associated with iron oxides in the environment. Despite the use of scandium as a
geochemical tracer and the existence of world-class supergene deposits, uncertainties on speciation obscure
the processes governing its sequestration and concentration. Here, we use first-principles approaches to
interpret experimental K-edge X‑ray absorption near-edge structure spectra of scandium either incorporated
in or adsorbed on goethite and hematite, at concentrations relevant for the environment. This modeling
helps to interpret the characteristic spectral features, providing key information to determine scandium
speciation when associated with iron oxides. We show that scandium is substituted into iron oxides at
low concentrations without modifying the crystal structure. When scandium is adsorbed onto iron oxide
surfaces, the process occurs through outer-sphere complexation with a reduction in the coordination
number of the hydration shell. Considering available X‑ray absorption spectra from laterites, the present
results confirm that scandium adsorption onto iron oxides is the dominant mechanism of sequestration in
these geochemical conditions. This speciation explains efficient scandium recovery through mild metallurgical treatments of supergene lateritic ores. The specificities of scandium sorption mechanisms are
related to the preservation of adsorbed scandium in million-years old laterites. These results demonstrate
the emerging ability to precisely model fine X‑ray absorption spectral features of trace metals associated
with mineral phases relevant to the environment. It opens new perspectives to accurately determine trace
metals speciation from high-resolution spatially resolved X‑ray absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy in order to constrain the molecular mechanisms controlling their dynamics.
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Introduction
In the critical zone (CZ: the interface between geological,
hydrological, and atmospheric compartments where rocks interact with air, water, and biota), iron oxides, in particular goethite
[a-FeO(OH)] and hematite (a-Fe2O3), are ubiquitous. They
affect the biogeochemical cycling of many elements as they bind
through adsorption onto mineral surfaces or incorporate within
the crystal structure (Brown and Calas 2012). Adsorption can also
be followed by diffusive penetration into the interior of mineral
particles through lattice or pore diffusion (Brümmer et al. 2013).
Recurring changes of the biogeochemical conditions within the
CZ lead to dynamic dissolution and crystallization of Fe oxides
controlling the fate of trace metals (e.g., Frierdich et al. 2011).
The fate of scandium (Sc) in the CZ is a case in point. Scandium is used as a conservative element to model mass transfer
during weathering (e.g., Eshel et al. 2015). The absence of accessory Sc minerals in supergene contexts (Samson and Chassé
2016) implies that its sequestration in the CZ depends on the
rock-forming phases present. Scandium association with Fe
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oxides is well known (Norman and Haskin 1968) and illustrated
by worldwide findings of Sc-rich laterites (e.g., Aiglsperger et
al. 2016; Chassé et al. 2017; Teitler et al. 2019), expected to
become a potential source for this critical metal. Nonetheless, the
processes of Sc trapping in laterites remain elusive. Isomorphous
substitution in Fe oxides or sequestration by adsorption has been
invoked in Sc-bearing laterites (Chassé et al. 2017; Vind et al.
2018; Ulrich et al. 2019), making necessary an accurate determination of Sc speciation to constrain Sc dynamics in the CZ.
In this perspective, the chemical selectivity and high sensitivity of X‑ray absorption spectroscopy proved to be invaluable
(Chassé et al. 2017, 2019). The low Sc concentration in natural
systems requires the use of Sc K-edge X‑ray absorption near-edge
structure (XANES) spectroscopy. Nonetheless, a precise analysis
of Sc speciation based on XANES spectroscopy requires theoretical modeling to understand the origin of the spectral features.
This has been made for the first time on the Sc K-edge XANES
spectra of mineral compounds using first-principles calculations
(Chassé et al. 2018). We apply this density functional theory
(DFT) approach to model XANES spectra of Sc trapped by Fe
oxides, stressing the interest of the method to unravel the role
of incorporation and sorption processes on Sc fate in the CZ.
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